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haziness of dimming memories, unless special training in accutate remembering or
notation was learned and practiced. Even more than lacking a sense of history, the
absence of writing prevented access to the thought or ways of other peoples in places
beyond the normal range of a paiticular folk society. What was happening in the other
valley, or beyond the mountain, or across the plains was likely to he unknown except
as personal contact was made and as oral reports filteied in from the outside. So in a
folk society there was little to study, hut much to do and learn. As the main controls
of conduct were informal,so was education informal. As everything else was conducted
by nonspecialists, so was education conducted hy nonspccialists. As kinship bonds
were strong, so education consisted largely of acquit ing the beliefs, behavior, attitudes,
and moral convictions appropriate to one's age, sex, status, and role in the society.
All this may sound as though all folk societies, both past and present, were very
much alike. This is the exact opposite of the truth, for anthropologists and ethnolo-
gists have emphasized over and over again how vastly varied are the practices of the
peoples they have studied. By inference, there must have been a similar vaiiety in the
social systems, the cultural patterns, and the educational practices of the innumerable
precivilized societies that dotted  the earth before histoiical  times. In some folk
societies, certain persons came to be recognized as having particular functions in the
formulation of customs and ideals. These elders, medicine men, seers, 01 storytellers
constituted something of a priestly and teaching class. There is evidence that special
training may have been given to those who were to be inducted into the priestly class.
This consisted of special transmission of the peculiar skills of the class, including
special knowledge of certain magical formulas, certain songs, or the ability to conduct
certain rites and ceremonies. Where secret fraternities existed, they developed their
own special initiation processes. In addition, some societies apparently had certain
handicraft or occupational groups that specialized in house building, metal working,
toolmaking, garment making, or tattooing. These groups would then initiate young
people into the skills and secrets of the group.
Folk societies also conducted special initiatory or puberty rites for the adoles-
cent or older youth who were to be inducted into full adult membership. Although
puberty rites were not characteristic of all groups, they represent a kind of educational
agency that was commonly controlled by the ciders. In general, we may say that folk
education was carried on, not by separate schools or formal educational institutions,
but by the adult members of the society as they performed their regular activities. The
teaching function was not normally delegated to specialized teaching groups. It may be
that reliance upon formal schools and specialized teaching in prehistoric societies was
greater than we now believe; the absence of written records makes certainty impos-
sible. We can only infer that each group tried to bring up its children in the image of
its elders.
In any case, it is clear that precivilized folk education knew nothing of books
and schools. It was undoubtedly motivated by the needs of self-preservation. It was
probably carried on by the active participation of the learner as he imitated adult
activities or was shown how to make tools, engage in the hunt, and fight in the wars.
The children absorbed the qualities in action that the culture recognized as good; they
were punished for actions that the group considered inimical to its welfare. They heard

